Retail Inventory Management

K3 Fashion’s Retail Inventory Management enables businesses to quickly optimise product ranges and stock levels across all their channels – thereby empowering them to meet customer demand and keep them coming back. It also improves accuracy and eliminates manual processing to allow employees to focus on more important areas of the business.
**Insight**
Gain enhanced visibility into inventory positions when creating orders to ensure you have everything you need to know about your stock.

**Range planning**
Factor store capacity and historical sales data when planning a new range to ensure your retail stores receive all the stock they need to operate smoothly.

**Replenishment**
Efficiently restock your business with easy-to-use matrices and ratio curves to ensure you don’t over or under replenish products.

**Reservation**
Virtually separate stock and reserved products to ensure you don’t accidentally sell products that have been reserved by valued customers.

**Inventory recall**
 Seamlessly recall inventory from stores to warehouses based on remaining quantities and other key factors to avoid over or under recalling products.

**Inventory balancing**
Effectively balance inventory between stores and warehouses based on remaining quantities to ensure all sites have exactly what they need.

**Consignment**
Automate the import of consignment sales and replenishment requests to immediately create sales, transfer orders, and save time.
We have innovated retail technology for the last 30 years, but today, we simply aim to empower others to make greener choices – and that starts with our solutions.

K3 blends its own IP with third-party products to create platforms that are truly transformative and enable forward-thinking brands to unlock enduring value and trust from intelligent, agile and sustainable business practices. With purpose and pace, K3 will permanently transform fashion, apparel and select retail markets into a model of good business, transparency and ethical sustainability.

To learn more about K3 and how we can help your business, visit our website www.k3btg.com